DIRECTIONS: Read the article and answer the questions. Mark “T” for True and “F” for False. NOTE: This report is GRAPHIC.

1. _____ The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence concluded that the brutal techniques used on detainees in the wake of the 9/11 attacks were highly effective in preventing future terrorism.

2. _____ A separate study released at the same time by Republicans disputed some of the conclusions of the report, but did not defend the used of “enhanced interrogation” techniques.

DIRECTIONS: In the boxes below, summarize the findings of the report. Note: This material is GRAPHIC.

Sexual Assault

Round the Clock EIT
Stuffed in a Coffin-Like Box

Waterboarding Continues

CIA Personnel “Choking Up During Waterboarding

Rectal Infusion

Intimidation with a Power Drill
‘Let’s Roll With a New Guy’

Waterboarding Continues

Medical Officer: Waterboarding is ‘Basically... Drownings’

Transforming Interrogations into ‘Battles of Will’

Mr. Rogers ‘Persona’
Family Photo

Interrogators Threatened Families

‘They Cowered’

Naked Detainees Doused With Ice Water

Diapers, Sleep Deprivation
3. ____ The Senate report says the CIA repeatedly misled American and deeply mismanaged the program that was secretly put in place after the 9/11 attacks.

4. ____ The study reviewed more than 6 million pages of internal CIA records found interrogation techniques used on more than 100 detainees were not effective.

5. ____ The report says lawmakers were truthfully briefed on how brutal the techniques used were.

6. ____ The report examined 20 specific cases claimed by the CIA as effective, but found they were not.

7. ____ According to the report Abu Zabaydah remained fully conscious while being tortured.

8. ____ President Obama said the report has not damaged the standing of the U.S. throughout the world.

9. ____ Obama vowed to use his power to make sure the methods cited in the report continue to be used.

10. ____ Some Republicans on the committee released a minority report opposing the release of the study.

11. ____ Senator Saxby Chambliss said the report refused to admit that CIA detainees subjected to enhanced interrogation techniques provided intelligence that helped the United States neutralize threats.

12. ____ Thousands of intelligence reports were generated as a result of the interrogations.

13. ____ The minority report said the majority report used a flawed methodology which failed to interview key witnesses, did not allow fact checking and did not discuss the CIA’s very real fear that another attack could occur in 2002 or 2003.

14. ____ Senator John McCain refused to support the majority report and said it should not have been published.

15. ____ Several former CIA directors argued that enhanced interrogation saved thousands of lives.

**FINAL QUESTION**

What is YOUR reaction to the report? Should it have been published? Is the use of “enhanced interrogation” morally justified as suggested by the CIA?